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ABSTRACT 

We analyze the effectiveness of a new approach in providing weather index–based insurance products to 
low-income populations. The approach is based on the concept of providing multiple weather securities 
that pay a fixed amount if the event written on the security (that monthly rainfall at a nearby weather 
station falls below a stated cutoff) comes true. A theoretical model is developed to outline the conditions 
in which weather securities could outperform crop-specific weather index–based insurance policies. Data 
collected during both an experimental game and real purchases of such insurance policies among farmers 
in southern Ethiopia suggest that the securities are well understood and can fit heterogeneous farmer 
needs. This paper documents (1) heterogeneity of rainfall risk among farmers, (2) the understanding of 
securities and transmission of information about weather securities among members of endogenously 
formed risk-sharing groups, and (3) the nature of purchasing decisions and manner in which they are 
made. 

Keywords:  weather index insurance, Arrow securities, Ethiopia 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Risk characterizes life for many of the world’s poorest households. When this risk is uninsured, it poses a 
considerable cost to current and future welfare when bad events cause reduced consumption and asset 
loss. Additionally, without insurance households take action to limit their exposure to risk—they may 
pass up a profitable opportunity that is considered too risky, diversify the types of economic activities 
pursued, or keep as many assets as possible in easily disposable forms—and as a result considerably 
lower their average income (Eswaran and Kotwal 1990; Morduch 1991; Dercon 1996; Fafchamps and 
Pender 1997; Kurosaki and Fafchamps 2002; Hill 2009). For example, in Ethiopia farmers more able to 
manage risk are found to be more likely to invest in fertilizer, even though its use has a positive expected 
return for many households (Dercon and Christiaensen 2007). Uninsured risks thus prevent many 
households from starting an asset accumulation process that would allow them to leave low income levels 
and poverty. 

There has been wide consensus that the most promising approach to providing crop insurance to 
smallholders is one based on linking payouts to an independently observed index, such as yields or 
weather. In recent years weather-index insurance has been sold for haricot beans and teff in Ethiopia, 
groundnuts in India, groundnuts and tobacco in Malawi, and rice in the Philippines, among others (for a 
full list and details see Hess and Hazell 2009). Area yield insurance has been sold for multiple crops in 
India and for cotton in Peru.  

Index-based products, such as those based on weather events, minimize ex post verification costs 
by linking an index ex ante with the losses to be insured. Lower verification costs make small-scale 
provision feasible. Index-based insurance products also reduce moral hazard and limit adverse selection 
problems.1 However, demand for weather index–based products has been limited (Cole et al. 2009; Giné, 
Townsend, and Vickery 2008; Giné and Yang 2007). On average about 10 percent of potential clients buy 
the products. These clients tend to purchase only a small amount of coverage and do not tend to be repeat 
buyers (Cole et al. 2009). This has prompted the question of whether these are actually good products for 
rural households or whether further innovation is required before large-scale expansion of weather index-
based insurance markets for smallholder farmers is realized. 

The types of index-based products or derivatives that have in practice been sold to smallholder 
farmers are quite specific and remarkable in their differences from what was initially proposed (Skees, 
Hazell, and Miranda 1999) and from what is currently used in other markets, such as the natural 
catastrophe reinsurance market and the market for weather derivatives in the United States (Cummins, 
Lalonde, and Phillips 2004). In other markets, multiple generic indexes are available, allowing client 
companies to purchase different options on these indexes based on the risk they are seeking to hedge. The 
derivatives that have been sold to insure smallholder farmers are instead prepackaged, often a weighted 
combination of indexes with predetermined triggers designed to be a good hedge for an average farmer of 
a specific crop in a certain locale.  

In this paper we test an approach based on the concept of providing multiple weather derivatives 
rather than one unique package of derivatives. We call these derivatives weather securities. Weather 
securities pay out a fixed amount if the specified event comes true. In this case, the events in question are 
monthly rainfall totals measured at a nearby weather station. Weather securities offer farmers the ability 
to choose the type and number of securities to buy, depending on their crop portfolios and production 
practices in a given year. This feature of our proposed approach represents a large conceptual difference 
from the standard unique policy approach (or unique package approach), in which a policy is designed 
according to the average rainfall requirements of one crop cultivated under certain practices in a given 

                                                      
1 Selection might be present in the sense that only farmers who are exposed to high weather risks will select themselves to 

participate in index-based insurance markets. Yet even though insurance companies are not able to distinguish between high- and 
low-risk farmers, this selection doesn’t become an “adverse” selection problem, since the probability of payout is independent of 
the unobservable characteristics of farmers. 
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area. The securities we propose have three characteristics—simplicity, flexibility, and inclusivity—that 
align them more closely with the derivatives used to insure companies and farmers in other markets.2 

We discuss the development and piloting of such derivatives. We undertook a real-time 
experimental game in southern Ethiopia to test the approach. The experimental game we conducted was 
like a laboratory experiment in that decisions were made with money endowed within the game, but 
unlike a laboratory experiment, decisions were made in real time and payouts were made on the basis of 
real events. Individuals were randomly selected to participate in the experiment. Participants were 
endowed with money at the beginning of the season and chose whether or not to purchase securities that 
would pay out at the end of the season on the basis of total rainfall. 

In the subsequent season a local insurance company offered these weather securities and real 
purchases were observed. Take-up was quite high, with rates of 20 percent among informed farmers. To 
the author’s knowledge, this was the first time such a system of securities had been designed and tested.3 

In evaluating the effectiveness of index-based insurance derivatives for hedging the risk of 
companies in the United States, the American Academy of Actuaries developed a list of seven 
characteristics of qualitatively good indexes (American Academy of Actuaries 1999). They argue that a 
good index will be  

1. related to the loss process (both statistically and conceptually),  
2. consistent with the loss process (such that the index triggers payouts in a timely fashion),  
3. not subject to manipulation,  
4. broad based enough that it does not create an opportunity for moral hazard,  
5. simple and easy to understand,  
6. capable of being modeled by the purchaser (here modeling refers to modeling the probability 

density functions of the index, of realized losses, and of the two jointly), and  
7. flexible enough to allow customization to each purchaser’s needs.  

While the first four of these characteristics have been integral to the development of index 
insurance for smallholder farmers, there has been less emphasis on the last three. Selling derivatives to 
smallholder farmers with little formal schooling is quite different from selling derivatives to companies 
with computer modelers that can evaluate the risk. As a result, the approach of the microinsurance 
community has been to undertake research to develop products that are good for the average farmer based 
on the best models and data that can be put together. However, the cost of this approach is that farmers 
are not encouraged to evaluate or customize their own hedging position.  

The lack of customization may be not be much of a constraint in area yield products as it is only 
the payoff schedule that is fixed in the design process. However, in the case of weather-indexed insurance 
contracts (which have formed the majority of index insurance pilots), the constraints imposed by 
prepackaging are potentially much higher. In these cases, the payout is often a weighted sum of rainfall 
deficit or NDVI, with the weights based on analytical results. The resulting insurance contract can be 
quite complex, making evaluation of its benefits and basis risk very difficult for farmers. 

It seems that these may be important constraints. Without evaluation, farmers are not able to 
determine, on a pre-event basis, whether the derivatives that are being offered will help them manage the 
risk they face. Widespread and sustained adoption of derivatives will be difficult to achieve when farmers 
do not have a clear understanding of their benefits and basis risk. To quote the American Academy of 
Actuaries, “It is unlikely that index-based insurance derivatives will gain broad acceptance until 

                                                      
2 Given that the securities can fit a variety of crop needs in a given area, they have a large client base. This makes the per-

unit costs of marketing and design very low. Although this research marketed weather securities to farmers, the products also 
have appeal to others who are not engaged in farming but whose livelihoods depend on the weather, such as local traders whose 
volumes depend on the size of the harvest and electricity providers and users, whose costs of power creation or usage depend on 
electricity generated from hydropower. 

3 In 2011, MicroEnsure started offering insurance products that were similar to this approach, called “dry days” insurance 
products.  
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companies become confident in their ability to measure and manage basis risk on a pre-event basis” 
(1999, p5). 

Limited flexibility may also be a constraint. Farmers’ rainfall requirements vary not only by crop 
but also by variety, planting date, and timing of input application. These factors vary from farmer to 
farmer and season to season even within quite small geographic areas (Suri 2011) and could be 
unobservable to modelers of insurance products. Additionally, it is quite likely that provision of insurance 
has unanticipated impacts on farmer behavior. Much research has suggested that the purchase of 
insurance may result in behavioral change in the form of investing more in higher-return but riskier 
activities (Eswaran and Kotwal 1990; Morduch 1991; Dercon 1996; Fafchamps and Pender 1997; 
Kurosaki and Fafchamps 2002; Hill 2009; Cai et al. 2009). Insurance policies are designed on the basis of 
past, uninsured behavior and anticipated changes (such as the use of more fertilizer or switching to a 
known riskier crop). However, if insurance brings about behavioral change that was not anticipated, the 
specific package of derivatives may no longer be appropriately designed.  

It is also not clear that the best models and data provide us with the information base needed to be 
certain we are designing good products. Thus far, weather-indexed insurance products have been 
designed using either water balance crop models or historical data on losses as the information source. 
The water balance crop models and yield reduction coefficients that are available are somewhat limited 
for this task in that they have largely been modeled and tested in temperate climates for crops grown 
under ideal conditions (no nitrogen or phosphate deficiency) on large plots that are not intercropped 
(Allen et al. 1998; Hansen and Jones 2000; Hansen 2001). Through adaptation in focus group discussions, 
the crop models can be carefully applied to a given area, but some of the underlying parameters are still 
from an environment quite different from the one the products are usually designed for, and as a result 
there is a limit to the accuracy of their predictions. Historical data also have limitations. Because it is 
usually annual losses that are being hedged, the number of locale-specific observations is rarely larger 
than that required by the central limit theorem. When long-run data are available, one concern is 
whether—given changing climates and production practices—losses or indexes measured more than 30 
years ago are still useful for predicting the losses that will be realized today.  

However, the value of an alternative approach rests on rejecting three hypotheses that might 
encourage prepackaging derivatives:  

1. Hypothesis 1: Farmers producing one crop do not have heterogeneous rainfall risk, or at 
least not to the extent that it prohibits designing a product based on the average.  

2. Hypothesis 2: It is difficult to educate farmers about generic derivatives. 
3. Hypothesis 3: Even if farmers understand the derivative it is difficult for them to model their 

exposure and work out what derivatives to buy. Faced with multiple products, farmers need 
to be able to choose the right combination of policies.  
The weather-security approach relies on the idea that farmers are heterogeneous (contrary to 

Hypothesis 1) and know best how much rain they need and when, and therefore what insurance would 
best suit their needs. If this is not the case, then it is not clear that a fully flexible approach is better than a 
product designed to be an expert’s best guess of insurance needs. In addition, the weather-security 
approach partially transfers the cost of product design from the insurer to the farmer. Understanding 
whether these hypotheses hold allows us to determine whether, for the farmer, the benefits of locally 
designed derivative packages are worth this increase in transactional costs (à la Williamson 1981). 

We test these three hypotheses using data collected during the design and piloting of weather 
securities in southern Ethiopia, and we find evidence that suggests it is worth reconsidering the decision 
to prepackage derivatives. We find systematic variations in farmers’ perceptions of rainfall risk using a 
quantitative ranking of yearly rainfall by 240 households within one kebele (a collection of four or five 
villages). Weather risk does not appear to be fully explained by crop choice. Controlling for crop choice, 
variations in perceptions were observed across farmers with different soil types and production practices.  

Although understanding of the securities was not equal among all farmers, leaders of informal 
risk sharing groups (iddirs) understood the products well after basic training and were able to explain the 
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underlying concepts to other farmers in the kebele. This has implications for how derivatives are marketed 
and sold, suggesting that an approach in which better-educated farmers design hedging packages for 
themselves and other farmers in the village may be worth considering.  

We analyze derivative purchases to test whether they reflect the patterns of exposure revealed in 
the analysis of perceptions of rainfall risk. There is some evidence that purchasing was consistent with 
farmers’ evaluating and choosing derivatives that appropriately hedged their exposure.  

Although the products we discuss in this paper were sold as insurance contracts, it is worth noting 
that were they to be sold as exchange-traded derivatives they would differ in some important (and 
potentially beneficial) dimensions. The purchase of derivatives is not conditional on the proven presence 
of insurable losses; derivatives can be bought and sold by many. As such, standardized derivatives would 
allow for quite widespread trading. Secondary markets would ensure that the price of contracts reflects 
local knowledge about weather expectations. Additionally, because derivatives can be resold before they 
expire, farmers could liquefy any derivatives purchased should the need arise. 

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we formalize the difference between packaged and 
unpackaged derivatives. In Section 3 we examine evidence for Hypothesis 1. In Section 4 we describe the 
experiment and pilot in more detail. In Section 5 we present evidence testing Hypothesis 2, and in Section 
6 we present evidence testing Hypothesis 3. Section 7 concludes. 
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2.  WEATHER SECURITIES 

In this section we develop a two-period model in which we introduce the notion of weather securities. We 
show basic properties of the model and use it as the basis for a discussion of how weather securities 
compare to standard index-based insurance products and the conditions under which weather securities 
might provide better insurance services than standard index-based insurance. 

A Rural Economy with Weather Risk and Heterogeneous Farmers 
We first characterize the rural economy in which index insurance products are being offered. Our rural 
economy is populated by farmers who live for two periods and consume and produce a final agricultural 
commodity. There is no consumption good other than this agricultural commodity. In period 0 farmers 
consume and produce the agricultural commodity. Also in period 0 farmers have access to a financial 
market where they can borrow or save all or part of an initial endowment from period 0 to period 1. The 
production process takes one period and the final output depends on each farmer’s land endowment, input 
choices, and rainfall experience in period 1. In addition we allow each farmer to have access, in period 0, 
to a market for weather securities where they can insure themselves against rainfall outcomes. 

A typical farmer (i) is endowed with a fixed nontradable piece of land (Li, the farmer’s plot or 
plots), which is combined with productive inputs (I, say fertilizers) in order to farm the agricultural good 
(y). The production process is as follows. In period 0 farmer i decides on the amount of inputs (Ii) he 
wants to combine with his land endowment (Li ). There is a competitive market for inputs, where farmer i 
can purchase them at price 𝑃𝐼. In period 1 the farmer’s total output (yi) depends on the amount of realized 
rainfall at the farmer’s plot (𝜃𝑖) in period 1 as well as on the amount of inputs chosen in period 0 (Ii) and 
on the land endowment (Li). Input decisions are made at period 0 before rainfall is realized. Hence at 
period 0 rainfall at the farmer’s plot (𝜃𝑖) is modeled as a random variable. In particular we model it as a 
discrete random variable that can take S values {𝑅𝑠}𝑠=1

𝑆  with probabilities {𝜋𝑖𝑠}𝑠=1
𝑆 . The production 

function of farmer i is modeled as 
 

 𝑦𝑖 =  𝜔𝑖(𝜃𝑖)𝑞𝑖(𝐼𝑖,𝐿𝑖), (1) 

where output is increasing in inputs and land, and marginal products are nonincreasing: 𝜕𝑞𝑖 ( )
𝜕𝐼𝑖

>

0, 𝜕𝑞𝑖 ( )
𝜕𝐿𝑖

> 0, 𝜕
2𝑞𝑖
𝜕𝐼𝑖

2 ≤ 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜕
2𝑞𝑖
𝜕𝐿𝑖

2 ≤ 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝜃𝑖.  
Farmer i derives utility from consuming the agricultural commodity in period 0 and in period 1. 

In period 0 the farmer’s consumption (𝑐0𝑖) comes from either his initial endowment (𝑦0𝑖) or purchases in 
the market at price 1, or both. In period 1 the farmer’s consumption (𝑐1𝑖) comes either from his own 
production (𝑦𝑖 ) or purchases in the market also at price 1, or both. For simplicity we do not consider the 
case of a price that depends on the amount of rainfall experienced by all farmers in a region.4 The per-
period utility is defined on the consumption of the agricultural commodity: 𝑢(𝑐𝑡𝑖), t =  0,1. 

There is a market for a risk-free asset B. In period 0 farmers can save resources by buying risk-
free assets at face value 1. This asset yields a net payout r in period 1. Also farmers can borrow resources 
in period 0 by selling assets and paying back a net return r in period 1. However, we consider limits to the 
level of borrowing, such that the level of assets of farmer i (𝐵𝑖) cannot go below a certain exogenous 
level, −𝑏: 𝐵𝑖 ≥  −𝑏. In the extreme, no borrowing is possible and b = 0. 

                                                      
4This would be an interesting extension of the model that would allow us to capture the fact that several regions in the 

developing world are not well connected to the rest of the economy and their prices are therefore determined locally. Here our 
model is one in which prices are mainly determined outside our rural economy and therefore are invariant to the local weather 
conditions. 
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Weather-Index Securities 
In our model farmer i faces a risky outcome, since his final output (𝑦𝑖) depends on the amount of rainfall 
at his plot (𝜃𝑖). In order to allow farmer i to insure against rainfall outcomes, we introduce a market for 
contingent financial assets, or weather securities. The payouts of these assets are linked to the amount of 
rainfall (or rainfall index) at a nearby weather station, which we label as 𝜃. As in the case of 𝜃𝑖, we model 
𝜃 as a discrete random variable that can take the same S values {𝑅𝑠)𝑠=1𝑆 , but with potentially different 
probabilities {𝜋𝑠}𝑠=1

𝑆 .. The joint distribution of 𝜃 and 𝜃𝑖 is given by the following probabilities: 

 𝜋𝑠𝑡 =  𝑃𝑟(𝜃 =  𝑅𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃𝑖  =  𝑅𝑡)         𝑠 =  1, . . . , 𝑆   𝑡 =  1, . . . , 𝑆. (2) 

The fact that rainfall at the weather station (𝜃) might be different than rainfall at the farmer’s plot 
(𝜃𝑖) is given by positive probabilities 𝜋𝑠𝑡 =  𝑃𝑟(𝜃 =  Rs 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃𝑖  =  Rt)  > 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠 ≠ 𝑡.  This introduces 
the concept of basis risk. If the weather station were located at farmer’s plot, then 𝜃𝑖 and 𝜃 would 
coincide, implying 𝜋𝑠𝑡 =  0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠 ≠ 𝑡, and there would be no basis risk5. 

We consider S — 1 weather securities {𝑁𝑠}𝑠=1𝑆−1. Security Ns pays 1 (we can make this payout any 
positive number without loss of generality) at period 1 if 𝜃 = 𝑅𝑠, and 0 otherwise. Other generic payout 
structures could be chosen such as the structure used by many weather derivatives in the US: a 
standardized amount for each unit that 𝜃 falls below 𝑅𝑠. The important feature is that the payout structure 
is standardized across all securities. Farmer i can buy or sell these securities at period 0 at prices {𝑃𝑠}𝑠=1𝑆−1. 
Hence through trading these assets farmer i can get resources when bad rainfall outcomes are realized. 
Notice that the overall number of assets available to farmer i is 𝑆: 𝑆 — 1 contingent assets plus one 
riskless asset. 

Farmer i maximizes expected utility by deciding consumption in period 0 (𝑐𝑖0), contingent 
consumption in period 1 for all possible states of nature 𝑐𝑖1(𝜃𝑖,𝜃), the amount of inputs 𝐼𝑖to combine with 
his land 𝐿𝑖, and purchases of both risk-free assets Bi and weather securities {𝑁𝑖𝑠}𝑠=1𝑆−1. Note that a state of 
nature is a pair of realizations for 𝜃 and 𝜃𝑖 , and therefore we consider S x S possible states of nature. The 
farmer’s maximization problem is (for simplicity we drop farmer’s index i) as follows: 

 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐0,𝑐1,𝐼,𝐵,𝑁𝑆 𝐸𝑈(𝑐0, 𝑐1)  =  𝑢(𝑐0)  +  𝛽𝐸𝑢(𝑐1)          (3) 

 𝑠. 𝑡.      𝑐0  =  y 0— �𝑃𝐼𝐼 +  B + ∑ PsS−1
s=1 𝑁𝑠� 

 𝑐1(𝜃𝑖,𝜃) =  𝜔(𝜃𝑖)𝑞(𝐼; 𝐿) + (1 + 𝑟)𝐵 +  ∑ 𝐼(𝑆−1
𝑠  𝜃 = 𝑅𝑠) 𝑁𝑠  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 (𝜃𝑖,𝜃) (4) 

𝐵 ≥ 𝑏, 
where I(𝜃 = 𝑅𝑠) is an indicator function that takes value 1 if 𝜃 = 𝑅𝑠, 0 otherwise. 

Comparing Weather Securities with Standard Index-Based Insurance 
A standard index-based insurance plan is one in which there is only one (or a few at most) contingent 
asset or insurance policy. This asset N can be purchased in period 0 at price 𝑃𝑁  and gives the holder the 
right to claim contingent payouts 𝑋(𝜃), where 𝑋(𝑅𝑠) is the payout if 𝜃 = 𝑅𝑠. In this case the index is 𝜃 
and typically payouts are calibrated to compensate farmers for output losses due to inadequate rainfall. 
For the sake of exposition let us assume there is an adequate rainfall level �̅� and a corresponding input 
decision 𝐼,� and hence one can think of payouts X(𝜃) as deviations 𝜔(𝜃|𝜃 =  �̅�)𝑞(𝐼 ,̅ 𝐿) —  𝜔(𝜃|𝜃 =
 𝑅𝑠)𝑞(𝐼 ,̅𝐿 ). Loosely speaking, when there is a bad rainfall outcome (bad meaning a rainfall level that 

                                                      
5 Note that more generally the source of the basis risk in the model arises by lack of correlation between 𝜃and 𝜃𝑖 .For 

example a poor index selection will also generate basis risk even if the index is measured at the farmer’s plot.   
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delivers low output) payouts are high, and vice versa. Note that the index-based plan uses 𝜃 as index 
instead of 𝜃𝑖; and therefore function 𝜔 has 𝜃 as an argument. In other words in this subsection we are 
ruling out basis risk as defined here. 

1. Payouts under an index-based insurance plan can be replicated by a weather securities plan: We can 
show that in the absence of borrowing constraints, any payouts 𝑋(𝜃) under an index-based 
insurance plan can be replicated by a portfolio 𝛼 = {α1, …αS}  of the S available financial 
assets under a weather securities plan. This is the case as the 𝑆 −  1 weather securities plus 
the risk-free asset are S linearly independent assets (see formal proof in the Appendix). 

2. Any set of contingent payouts under a weather securities plan cannot be replicated by an 
index-based insurance plan: In general, any portfolio {𝑁1, . . .𝑁𝑠−1,𝐵 } of weather securities 
plus the risk-free asset generates contingent payouts {𝑁1  +  𝐵(1 +  𝑟), . . . ,𝑁𝑠−1  +  𝐵(1 +
 𝑟),𝐵(1 +  𝑟)} that cannot be replicated by a linear combination of the unique set of payouts 
𝑋(𝜃). Note that payouts 𝑋(𝜃) represent a specific vector in an S-dimensional space while 
payouts under a weather securities plan can lie anywhere (assuming no borrowing 
constraints) in the S-dimensional space (see formal proof in the Appendix).  
What we have shown here is that a standard index-based insurance plan is a particular case of a 

more general weather securities plan because the latter allows for a richer set of payouts, including 
payouts 𝑋(𝜃). As we will discuss below, this might be an important feature when different farmers 
demand different contingent payouts. However, if all farmers demand the same contingent payoffs, and 
the assumptions of our benchmark case hold, then those payoffs can be achieved under either plan. For 
this to happen, payouts 𝑋(𝜃) must be carefully calibrated. 

A natural candidate would be to define 𝑋(𝜃) = [𝜔𝑖(𝑅𝑆) −𝜔𝑖(𝑅𝑡)]. In this case farmer i will be 
indifferent between being offered a standard index-based insurance plan and a weather securities plan. 
However, note that these insurance payouts are farmer-specific. While farmer i will be able to achieve 
perfect consumption smoothing, farmer j will require different insurance payouts to achieve the same 
result; in particular, farmer j will require 𝑋(𝜃)  =  [𝜔𝑗 (𝑅𝑆)— 𝜔𝑗 (𝑅𝑡)]. 

When farmers are heterogeneous, such that functions 𝜔𝑖(. ) and 𝜔𝑗(. ) differ, a standard index-
based insurance plan does not allow all farmers to achieve their optimal farmer-specific contingent 
payouts. The underlying reason for this is that while a weather securities plan can accommodate many 
different contingent payouts, a standard index-based insurance plan is one that generates only a particular 
set of contingent payouts. Typically, in practice, these payouts are calibrated to reflect the contingent 
payouts required by a representative or average farmer but not any farmer in particular. Therefore the 
more heterogeneous the farmers are, the more desirable a weather securities plan is over standard index-
based insurance. 

In our theoretical model, we would require S — 1 securities in place to generate any set of 
contingent payouts and thereby accommodate the requirements of any farmer. In practice, S might be a 
very large number since it is related to the number of possible rainfall outcomes. Because it is impractical 
for either farmers or insurance companies to manage portfolios of tens, hundreds, or thousands of weather 
securities, real-world requirements pose limits on the number of weather securities that can be provided. 
Limiting the number of weather securities makes it no longer true that any set of contingent payouts can 
be achieved, thus making it quite possible that neither separability6 nor perfect consumption smoothing 
across states of nature can be achieved. For simplicity, however, we propose only two weather securities: 
𝑁1, which pays 1 if 𝜃 𝜖 {𝑅1, … ,𝑅𝑡}, and 𝑁2, which pays 1 if 𝜃  𝜖 {𝑅𝑡+1, … ,𝑅𝑆−1}. 

This immediately highlights the trade-off between a system of weather securities and a single 
index-based insurance policy. An index insurance policy may be able to provide different payouts across 
all states, based on the average water requirements assessed from crop models, but it cannot provide 
different payout profiles across heterogeneous farmers. Weather securities, on the other hand, are flexible 
in providing different contingent payout profiles for heterogeneous farmers, but cannot provide different 
                                                      

6 This refers to separability between consumption and production decisions 
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payouts across all states. The trade-off between these two plans will depend on (1) the degree of 
heterogeneity across farmers’ rainfall needs in a particular locale and (2) the costs imposed by a flat 
payout structure. The welfare cost that this structure induces depends on the type of payout that is most 
welfare-improving for farmers. In particular it depends on assumptions made about the relationship 
between losses and deficit rainfall, and assumptions about an individual’s utility function and the cost of 
other forms of self-insurance available to farmers in the presence of different types of rainfall shock 
(Giné, Townsend and Vickery 2007). 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show graphically how a weather securities plan can respond to the insurance 
demands of heterogeneous farmers and how the capacity to respond to such demands depends on the 
number of weather securities available. They also show the capacity of a standard index-based approach 
to respond to insurance demands. In Figure 2.1 we assume there is a large number of weather securities 
available, at least as many as there are possible rainfall outcomes that require payouts. Imagine now that 
all farmers are similar, such that they demand the same payout structure to insure themselves against risky 
rainfall outcomes and that this optimal payout structure is like the one represented by the left side of 
Figure 2.1. While this payout structure can be almost replicated by combining many weather securities, it 
can also be provided by a standard index-based insurance policy as long as those who design the policy 
have access to the information required to infer that this is the optimal payout structure. If this is the case, 
then we can see that a standard index-based insurance policy is superior to a weather securities plan 
(leaving aside other considerations such as, for example, how easily potential buyers can understand the 
product). However, given farmers who are heterogeneous and have differing optimal payout structures, a 
single index-based insurance policy can at most perfectly provide the optimal payout structure for one 
type of farmer. At worst, it is optimal for no farmers if the product was calibrated to satisfy the demands 
of the average farmer type. On the right side of Figure 2.1 we show two types of farmers with different 
optimal payout structures. In this case, with a large number of weather securities, both payout structures 
can be obtained. This case could be generalized for several types of farmers. 

Figure 2.1—Many weather securities 

 
Source: Authors’ depiction. 

However, as we discussed before, it is impractical and unrealistic to handle a large number of 
weather securities; therefore only a limited number can be marketed. As an example, in Figure 2.2 we 
consider only three weather securities. In this case, the left side of the figure shows that with only three 
weather securities, the optimal payout structure required by a group of homogenous farmers is 
imperfectly approximated, in the form of a step function. Again, a single standard index-based policy can 
deliver such a payout profile if well designed. However, when we consider heterogeneous farmers, as in 
the right panel of Figure 2.2, things change. While weather securities cannot perfectly replicate the payout 
structure of any farmer type in particular, they can certainly respond, though imperfectly, to 
heterogeneous payout demands. The more heterogeneous the farmers are, the more appealing a weather 
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securities plan is relative to a standard index-based policy. And the fewer weather securities available, the 
more imperfect is the way in which the optimal payout structure of any particular farmer type can be 
replicated. 

Figure 2.2—Few weather securities 

 
Source: Authors’ depiction. 
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3.  HETEROGENEITY OF RAINFALL RISK IN RURAL ETHIOPIA 

In 2009 we started to test the potential of weather securities. The research was undertaken in the Silte 
woreda (district) in southern Ethiopia. Two villages were selected from within one kebele to participate in 
the experiment. Although both villages were selected from the same kebele, a number of crops were 
grown in the two villages, the main staples being barley, wheat, and maize. 

During focus group discussions, clear differences in the rainfall needs of different crops in the 
kebele emerged. Wheat and maize farmers, in the lower-lying villages in the kebele, required rainfall 
midseason, while barley farmers, in the highland villages, required rainfall later in the season. 
Specifically, wheat and maize farmers were particularly concerned about the amount of rain in August, 
while the greatest concern to barley farmers was how long into September the rains would last. 

Focus group discussions also indicated some heterogeneity in rainfall risk among farmers of the 
same crop, based on the type of soil and the specific production practices they employed: the timing of 
planting decisions, the investment in land preparation prior to planting, and the response to intermittent or 
untimely rains during the year. In making these decisions each farmer was combining practices he or she 
believed to be optimal, techniques he or she had learned from other farmers or extension services, and 
ultimately his or her best guess as to what the rain was likely to be during the course of the season. 
Farmers reported that they would also undertake behavior to limit their exposure to any one aspect of 
rainfall risk by spreading planting out across the season. It also seemed possible that farmers would 
deliberately make production decisions different from those of their neighbors in order to spread risk 
across the local risk-sharing groups that were strongly present in the area. 

These discussions influenced the design of the securities. They indicated that the three main 
months of interest were July, August, and September, and they indicated that different farmers would 
require insurance for different months, largely on the basis of the crops they were planting but also on the 
basis of soil type and the cropping decisions they had made that season. 

To test these conclusions, quantitative data on individual characteristics and experience of rainfall 
over time were needed for a large number of households in a single location. Prior work in this kebele had 
resulted in collection of exactly this data: Hill and Viceisza (2010) had surveyed 240 households in this 
kebele about production, plot characteristics, and perceptions of the last five years of rainfall.7 In this 
section we use these data to test the two main assumptions on which the design of a system of weather 
securities is premised: (1) farmers in the same geographic location have different rainfall needs given 
differing crop portfolios, and (2) farmers with similar crop portfolios have different rainfall needs due to 
differences in plot characteristics and production practices. 

Data on perceptions were collected by asking farmers a series of questions in order to quantify 
their perception of rainfall volatility in the last five years. The questions were as follows: 

• Question 1: When was the last year in which you received sufficient Kiremt (from June to 
September) rains for your crops? 

• Question 2: When was the last year in which the Kiremt (from June to September) rains 
failed? 

The enumerator was instructed to hand a list of years to the respondent, and a series of cards 
denoting different numbers of rain drops (from no drops to eight drops). The enumerator was instructed to 
place the card with six drops in the year given in response to question 1 and to place the card with one 
drop on the year given in response to question 2. 

• Question 3: If [card showing six drops of rain] was the Kiremt rains received in [year rain 
was sufficient] and [card showing one drop of rain] was the rainfall received in [year rain 
failed], how would you describe the Kiremt rains in the other years in the last five years (for 
as many as you can remember)? 

                                                      
7This work was part of a prior survey (funded by USAID) conducted in this kebele. 
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The enumerator was instructed to place the cards on the year as the respondent selected them and 
to use multiple copies of a given card if needed. 

These data were combined with crop production choices and plot characteristics to assess 
systematic differences in rainfall perceptions across farmers fitting different profiles. Ideally we would 
have information on production choices over time, but this information was collected only for the prior 
season (2008). In this analysis, therefore, we are assuming some correlation in production choices across 
time. 

In Table 3.1 we present results assessing whether there is systematic variation in individual 
perceptions of whether the rains were good or bad. The dependent variable is the farmer’s self-report of 
the quality of the rains in a given year. The grade given to a specific year is the number of raindrops on 
the card selected by the farmer for that year.  Column (1) highlights that there is considerable agreement 
between farmers within the kebele concerning which years were good and bad (R-squared = 0.494). 
Column (2) examines how these perceptions varied across cultivators of different crops, by interacting the 
proportion of the main staple crop grown by the household with year dummies. The results show that 
there are systematic differences in the perceptions of historical rainfall between barley farmers and other 
farmers, most likely because barley farmers are much more susceptible to rainfall shortages in September 
(suggested by the focus group discussions and the estimated rainfall requirements of these crops). The 
relatively good year of 2004 was worse for barley farmers than for other farmers, but the two worst years 
on average (2005 and 2007) were not as bad. In both 2005 and 2007 rainfall in September was twice the 
historical average. 

We also find that the proportion of wheat or maize grown does not imply significant differences 
from the average in perceptions of rainfall. In column (3) we re-estimate the regression using just the 
proportion of land planted in barley. Although growing barley does result in systematic differences, it is 
worth noting that allowing for these differences explains only an additional one percent of variation in 
perceptions. 

Table 3.1—Weather perceptions in one kebele including year and crop variations 
 (1) (2) (3) 

Year only Year and crop1  Year and barley only1  
Year Barley Wheat Maize Year Barley 

2004   -1.530** -0.110 -1.190  -1.281** 

   (0.759) (0.482) (1.297)  (0.646) 
2005 -1.002*** -1.665*** 1.996*** 0.559 1.739 -1.278*** 1.388** 
 (0.147) (0.307) (0.755) (0.472) (1.280) (0.173) (0.643) 
2006 0.658*** 0.485 0.154 -0.510 0.452 0.491*** 0.366 
 (0.146) (0.298) (0.719) (0.456) (1.252) (0.170) (0.627) 
2007 -3.775*** -4.188*** 2.103*** -0.249 -0.065 -4.147*** 2.248*** 
 (0.146) (0.297) (0.716) (0.454) (1.249) (0.170) (0.626) 
2008 -0.530*** -0.507* -0.839 -0.258 -2.577** -0.634*** -0.314 
 (0.146) (0.297) (0.716) (0.454) (1.249) (0.170) (0.626) 
Constant 
 

5.30*** 
(0.105) 

5.55*** 
(0. 218) 

   5.44*** 
(0. 123) 

 

Obs. 1,167 1,163 1,163 
Adj. R-
squared 

0.494 0.504 0.505 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
Notes: The first column presents coefficients on year dummies and subsequent columns present coefficients on crop-year 
interactions. All interactions were included in the same regression with the year dummies.  
Standard errors are included in brackets.  
* indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1% level. 
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In Table 3.2 we include plot characteristics. The dependent variable remains as in Table 3.1, and 
in addition to the year dummies and barley-year interaction terms we add additional year-plot type 
interactions. The plot type characteristics we include are a measure of soil type and erosion 
characteristics. Households were asked to characterize their soil in terms of three well-known measures of 
soil quality: lem, lem-teuf, and teuf, roughly translated as good, reasonable, and bad. Most soils within 
the kebele are lem or lem-teuf, and we use the proportion of those reporting not having lem soils as one 
measure of land quality. The second measure of land quality is given by whether farmers practice soil 
conservation on their plot. We find that 72 percent of farmers practice soil conservation on their plot to 
prevent erosion. The majority of those that do not practice soil conservation (86 percent) report that it is 
because their land does not suffer from such problems. This measure is thus also an indicator of land 
quality.  
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Table 3.2—Weather perceptions in one kebele including plot and production characteristics 
 (1)  (2) 
 Including soil characteristics  Including soil and production characteristics 
 Year Barley Not lem Soil cons.  Year Barley Not lem Soil cons. Extension Fertilizer 
2004  -1.269** 0.179 -0.498**   -1.190* 0.145 -0.512** 0.813*** 0.210 

  (0.632) (0.232) (0.226)   (0.653) (0.230) (0.225) (0.208) (0.220) 
2005 -0.756** 1.109* 1.323*** -0.441**  0.066 1.257* 1.348*** -0.413* -0.105 -0.236 

 (0.332) (0.628) (0.229) (0.224)  (0.396) (0.648) (0.227) (0.222) (0.206) (0.216) 
2006 0.295 0.296 0.431* -0.059  0.827** 0.196 0.414* -0.078 0.049 0.145 

 (0.328) (0.611) (0.223) (0.221)  (0.391) (0.630) (0.222) (0.220) (0.201) (0.211) 
2007 -4.842*** 2.228*** -0.106 0.279  -3.987*** 1.959*** -0.094 0.268 -0.482** 0.202 

 (0.326) (0.610) (0.222) (0.220)  (0.388) (0.623) (0.220) (0.218) (0.199) (0.202) 
2008 -0.544* -0.074 -0.537** -1.098***  -0.376 -0.021 -0.584*** -1.129*** 0.621*** 0.173 

 (0.326) (0.610) (0.222) (0.220)  (0.387) (0.620) (0.221) (0.218) (0.199) (0.199) 
Constant 5.70*** 

(0. .227) 
    5.10*** 

(0.269) 
     

Observations 1,163  1,163 
Adj. R-
squared 

0.533  0.544 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
Notes: Each cell entry represents the coefficient of the variable indicated in the column head interacted with the year dummy. All interactions included in one numbered column 
were included in the same regression with the year dummies. 
Standard errors are in brackets.  
* indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1% level.  
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Results in column (1) indicate that both of these measures have a significant impact on historical 
perceptions of rainfall. While the worst year of this period, 2007, was just as bad as other years for 
farmers with bad soils, other years fared quite differently. For most farmers 2008 was an average year, but 
for farmers with poor-quality soils it was much worse. Results were similar (although not as strong) in 
2004. Both 2004 and 2008 were characterized with low rain at the beginning of the season. Poorer-quality 
soils are less able to hold moisture, so deficits in rainfall at the beginning of the season—after the earlier 
Belg (March and April) rains—will be particularly likely to hit farmers with poor-quality soils. 

Finally, we include the number of extension visits the farmer received in the 2007/08 season and 
whether or not the farmer applied fertilizer. For this variable we have information on which year fertilizer 
was applied.  While there is no difference reported in variation for farmers that applied fertilizer, 
extension visits seem increase the volatility of rainfall experienced: average years are better (2004 and 
2008) and bad years (2007) are worse. While it would not be wise to read too much into this result, it is 
worth noting that this finding would correspond well with a scenario in which farmers receiving multiple 
extension visits are those that are more likely to undertake more productive but riskier production 
practices. 

Although the data are based on recall, these results suggest that susceptibility to rainfall does 
differ across farmers in intuitive ways on the basis of the crops they plant, the quality of their land, and 
their production practices. In fact, we find that plot quality and production characteristics contribute three 
to four times more to explaining variation across farmers than do variations in crop choice. These findings 
have implications for the type and level of insurance coverage farmers in one location are likely to 
require, suggesting that Hypothesis 1 may not be well-founded. Flexible insurance products that farmers 
can purchase according to their own needs may thus be useful. 
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4.  DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AND PILOT 

To test the idea of weather securities, we conducted a real-time experimental game in 2009. In 2010, we 
worked with Nyala Insurance Company (NISCO) and the University of Oxford to provide actual financial 
products. 

Experimental Game in 2009 
In 2009, six weather securities were offered to farmers in a real-time experimental game in two villages in 
Silte woreda in southern Ethiopia. Previous experimental games that had been conducted to assess 
willingness to pay (Hill, Viceisza, and Deustua-Rossel 2009; Clarke and Kalani 2011) found very high 
take-up rates, in contrast with very low rates in reality. This difference could in part result from 
abstractions from reality that have to be made in order to conduct the game, such as the removal of 
liquidity constraints, the irrelevance of time preferences, limited need for trust that insurance will pay, and 
use of probability devices rather than real weather outcomes. While our study kept some important 
elements of these earlier games (such as endowing farmers with cash to make the purchases within the 
game), conducting the game in real time had the advantage of allowing it to mimic the same time 
preference, trust, and weather expectations that would be present in a real choice. 

The six securities offered comprised two securities for each of the three main months of the rainy 
seasons: July, August, and September. In consultation with farmers, local experts, and standard crop 
models, we identified the severe-loss cutoff level for these months in terms of rainfall recorded in 
millimeters at Butajira weather station, located some 20 kilometers away at the same altitude as one of the 
villages. The moderate-loss cutoff level was identified as 25 millimeters higher than this. The securities 
had a fixed payout of 100 ETB (approximately US$9). The back of each security reported historical 
rainfall information over the last 40 years, indicating those years in which the security would have paid 
100 ETB. Each security was priced at its expected value (100 ETB multiplied by the probability the 
security would pay based on historical data). Table 4.1 summarizes the securities and prices, and the front 
and back of each security are depicted in Appendix Figure A.1.  

Table 4.1—Characteristics of securities offered in 2009 experimental game 

Security Ticket pays 100 ETB if the amount of rainfall at Butajira 
weather station in period (A) is (B): 

Price 

 Time period (A) Rainfall range (B) 
Severe July (Pink 100) July less than 100 mm 18 ETB 
Moderate July (Pink 125) July between 100 mm and 125 mm 10 ETB 
Severe August (Blue 100) August less than 100 mm 5 ETB 
Moderate August (Blue 125) August between 100 mm and 125 mm 21 ETB 
Severe September (Green 75) September less than 75 mm 18 ETB 
Moderate September (Green 100) September between 75 mm and 100 mm 10 ETB 

Source: Authors. 

From each village, individuals and groups were randomly selected to participate. Indigenous 
funeral associations (called iddirs) are very strong in this area and provide members with insurance for 
the costs of funerals as well as healthcare loans and livestock insurance. While these associations are 
inclusive of all households in the village, their leaders are often individuals with above-average financial 
literacy. Leaders are required to keep accounts and determine how much can be paid out for a funeral or 
other event. We randomly selected 12 iddirs (comprising 343 households) out of the 16 that existed in 
these two villages and 24 individual farmers from the 4 nonselected iddirs. 
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There were thus three categories to which households in these two villages belonged: those 
selected to participate through their iddir (the majority), those selected to participate as individuals, and 
those who were not selected to participate. The allocation of households across these groups is indicated 
in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2—Allocation of households in the experimental game 
 Mukhere village Edo village Total 
Total households surveyed 210 196 406 
Number:    

participating as an individual 6 18 24* 
participating through iddir 194 149 343 
not participating but surveyed 10 30 40 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
*One individual participant was not surveyed. 

An endowment was provided to each member of the selected iddirs, and to each selected 
individual. This endowment was randomly assigned (although held constant within each iddir) and 
ranged from 30 to 60 ETB per farmer. On average 44 ETB was endowed per household. Farmers were 
free to keep the endowment or to use it to buy weather securities. Since the securities were priced at their 
expected value, the endowment and the securities had the same value in expectation. Participants were 
provided training and then were given two opportunities to purchase securities at two buying days held in 
the following month. Any endowment that was not spent on securities was given in cash to participants 
after the end of buying on the second day. 

All participants were informed that all payouts would be distributed in mid-October 2009. The 
rainfall was such that two of the six securities paid. In the third weekend of October 2009 money payouts 
were distributed to all participants holding securities for which payouts were triggered. 

All households in the two villages were surveyed in a follow-up survey conducted at the end of 
the experimental period (after payouts in October). 

Insurance Pilot in 2010 
In 2010, based on the strong levels of understanding and demand that were observed in the experimental 
game, NISCO provided weather securities for the months of June, July, August, and September in this 
and other nearby kebeles.8 Again two securities were provided for each month, but this time both 
securities were cumulative over the tail of the distribution, in that the moderate security covered from 0 to 
the moderate cutoff, not from the severe cutoff to the moderate cutoff. Again the securities were priced at 
their expected value.9 However, this time farmers who bought the securities paid from their own pockets, 
and the securities were also for larger amounts, with each security paying out 500 ETB in the case the 
event it was designed to cover came to pass. The characteristics of the securities provided are detailed in 
Table 4.3.  

 
  

                                                      
8NISCO had sent one of its staff members to observe the training session and the buying days that took place in 2009. 
9IFPRI and NISCO competed in and won a prize for the weather securities concept in the Marketplace on Innovative 

Financial Solutions for Development hosted by the Agence Française de Développement, the World Bank, and the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation in Paris in 2010. The prize money was used to finance the additional costs of providing the securities, 
such as the design of the securities, the training, the reinsurance, and the costs involved in issuing and reimbursing the insurance 
policies. 
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Table 4.3—Characteristics of securities offered in 2010 pilot 
 Ticket pays 500 ETB if the amount of rainfall at 

Butajira weather station in period (A) is (B): 
 

Security  Time period (A) Rainfall range (B) Price 
Severe June (50 ETB) June less than 56 mm 50 ETB 

Moderate June (100 ETB) June less than 69 mm 100 ETB 

Severe July (50 ETB) July less than 97 mm 50 ETB 

Moderate July (100 ETB) July less than 116 mm 100 ETB 

Severe August (50 ETB) August less than 96 mm 50 ETB 

Moderate August (100 ETB) August less than 114 mm 100 ETB 

Severe September (50 ETB) September less than 61 mm 50 ETB 

Moderate September (100 ETB) September less than 79 mm 100 ETB 

Source: Authors. 

A survey of 480 randomly selected farmers in 24 villages was conducted to examine take-up rates 
and purchase patterns. An encouragement design mechanism was embedded in the 2010 experience, 
which is described and analyzed by Dercon and colleagues (2011). In this paper we examine how security 
choices varied with farmers’ production and plot characteristics. 
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5.  UNDERSTANDING IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GAME 

The experimental game conducted in 2009 provided some insight into how well these securities were 
understood and how understanding varied with training type. We use information on understanding to test 
Hypothesis 2, that it is difficult to educate farmers about generic derivatives. 

All participants in the experimental game were provided training, but in the case of iddirs, only 
three representatives (selected by iddir members) attended the training. These representatives were also 
the representatives who could make purchases on behalf of the group members during the buying days. 
No further restrictions were placed on how the iddirs distributed information and made decisions on 
purchases. 

Those who participated as individuals had the same training as iddir leaders. They attended a 
training session and two buying days in which additional explanation was also given as requested. They 
also purchased the securities themselves and attended the session in October to receive payouts. 

There was thus a substantial difference in the type of training and participation of those who 
participated through their iddir and those who participated as individuals. Farmers who participated 
through their iddir elected three representatives of the iddir who would participate in the training sessions 
and convey information back to the group if needed. These representatives would also be the ones 
purchasing the insurance, taking the remainder of the endowment back to households, and receiving any 
payout of the securities purchased in order to distribute it to group members. The group was thus required 
to elect people whom it trusted to understand the insurance being offered, to communicate information 
learned, and to be trustworthy with the money and securities they handled. Direct interaction between the 
project staff and those participating through their iddir but not elected as representatives was limited to 
the villagewide meeting conducted at the beginning of the project. This was the same level of interaction 
and explanation as for those not selected to participate. 

All households in the two villages were asked a number of information and understanding 
questions about the securities in the follow-up survey. Overall, we find the products were quite well 
understood. Of those trained, more than three-quarters were able to know the conditions on which the 
security paid and how much it would pay. 

We would expect the level of understanding to differ across individuals based on their level of 
participation and their level of education. The control group refers to all households selected not to 
participate in the experiment. Descriptive statistics on levels of understanding are presented for different 
categories of households in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1—Understanding of securities: Proportion getting the question correct 
 Total 

sample 
Individual Group Control 

Total Iddir rep. Ordinary 
iddir 

member 

Months securities offered for 66% 87% 69% 97% 66% 30% 
The securities pay on the basis of rainfall 89% 96% 90% 100% 89% 73% 
 recorded at the weather station, not        
 your own field       
A farm at the weather station would not 69% 57% 68% 68% 68% 83% 
receive the same rainfall as you       
If it rained 79 mm in Hamle, the Pink 100 46% 74% 47% 82% 43% 25% 
 security would have paid       

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
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Table 5.2—Characteristics of understanding: Regressing the understanding score on nature of 
participation 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Participated as an individual 2.110*** 2.104*** 1.797*** 1.853***  
 (0.497) (0.498) (0.484) (0.468)  
Participated as a group and were 
trained 

4.028*** 4.394*** 3.397*** 3.561*** 1.787*** 

 (0.443) (0.701) (0.479) (0.466) (0.556) 
Participated as a group and were 
not trained 

1.698*** 2.040*** 1.749***   

 (0.319) (0.628) (0.313)   
Participated in a group that held a 
meeting to discuss securities  & 
they  attended all meetings last 
year 

   2.920*** 
(0.389) 

1.036** 
(0.465) 

Participated in a group that held a 
meeting to discuss securities & 
they  missed a meeting last 
year 

   1.551*** 
(0.486) 

-0.170 
(0.564) 

Participated in a group that did not 
hold a meeting to discuss securities 

   1.633*** 
(0.309) 

-0.211 
(0.403) 

Attended all meetings last year    0.472* 0.605** 
    (0.258) (0.273) 
Years of education   -0.002 -0.013 -0.004 
   (0.038) (0.037) (0.038) 
The father was an important person   0.986*** 0.776*** 0.821*** 
   (0.199) (0.200) (0.216) 
The household head holds an 
official position 

  0.477 0.512 0.562 

   (0.328) (0.321) (0.354) 
Iddir chairman   -0.593 -0.593 -0.771 
   (0.545) (0.528) (0.613) 
Iddir vice-chairman   0.358 0.193 0.351 
   (0.581) (0.568) (0.604) 
Iddir secretary   0.470 0.298 0.253 
   (0.572) (0.556) (0.572) 
Iddir treasurer   0.428 0.288 -0.199 
   (0.668) (0.647) (0.704) 
Other iddir officeholder   0.661 0.497 0.642 
   (0.656) (0.635) (0.691) 
Sample Full Full Full Full Not control 
Observations 406 406 401 401 361 
Adjusted R-squared 0.166 0.165 0.225 0.276 0.233 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
Notes: * indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** and 1% level. 

Regression results on the determinants and correlates of understanding are presented in Table 5.2. 
In column (1) we see that participation and attending training had a large impact on whether or not a 
farmer understood the financial product being offered. People who participated either as individuals or 
through their iddir had a much higher level of understanding than those who did not participate in the 
pilot. They answered between 1.7 and 4 more questions correctly than those that did not participate. 
Those who attended the training answered the most questions correctly, and this was particularly the case 
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for iddir representatives in the training. Iddir representatives who attended the training answered 2 more 
questions correctly than did people participating as individuals. This was a nonrandom group and the 
higher understanding could largely reflect a higher level of education or aptitude of those selected rather 
than indicating that training had a larger effect for these people. 

In column (2) we add iddir fixed effects but find that these do not increase the adjusted R-squared 
of the regression by much at all, indicating that it is individual characteristics (or the interaction of 
individual and group characteristics) that are driving most of the remaining unexplained variation. 

In column (3) we include individual characteristics in the regression. Adding these increases the 
adjusted R-squared by 6 percentage points and, as expected, reduces the difference between those 
randomly selected to participate in training and those selected by their iddir to attend training. As 
hypothesized, iddir representatives selected to attend the training were those considered most likely to 
learn about the new financial tool being introduced. 

One interesting finding of these first simple regressions is that the understanding of people 
participating individually was not very different from the understanding of group members trained by 
their leaders. This is particularly true when we add in either iddir fixed effects or individual 
characteristics. 

Additional information was collected on whether iddir leaders conducted a meeting to discuss the 
weather insurance being offered or whether individuals were informed through informal conversations. 
Of the 12 iddirs that participated, 4 conducted an iddir meeting to discuss the product after training, while 
in the other 8, information was passed on through informal discussions. Information was collected for all 
individuals on their attendance at iddir meetings, so we include in the regression a dummy that takes the 
value 1 if an individual attended all iddir meetings in the last year. Attendance at meetings is required and 
often enforced with fines, and 75 percent of individuals attended all the meetings of their iddir in the last 
year. In column (4), we interact this dummy with whether or not the group held a group meeting to inform 
its members about the securities. 

People who more regularly attended iddir meetings were more likely to have a good under-
standing of the securities being offered than those who had missed a meeting in the last year. As shown in 
column (4), those who attended meetings and were members of one of the four iddirs that held a meeting 
to explain the securities being offered had a much higher level of understanding than those who had not 
attended meetings held or those who were in an iddir that had not held meetings about the securities. 
They were likely to answer 2.9 more questions correctly than those in the control group, and they seemed 
to have a better understanding than those who participated as individuals. 

To test whether those trained by their group leaders did have a better understanding than those 
who participated in the project as individuals, we run the regression again, excluding the control 
households, as shown in column (5). Now the group being used for comparison is those who participated 
as individuals. Two groups understood the contract being offered better than those participating as 
individuals: those who were selected to represent their group and those who attended iddir meetings and 
were members of one of the four iddirs that held a meeting to explain the securities being offered. This 
has an interesting implication for designing future training strategies, suggesting that training 
representatives selected by the group and encouraging them to train group members may be more 
effective than training each person in the village directly. 

What is clear from this description of understanding is that key features of the insurance were 
simple enough to be effectively passed on in subsequent training and conversations carried out by the 
trainees. This suggests that Hypothesis 2 can be rejected. However perhaps the real question is whether 
farmers can relate these derivatives to the losses they face, assess basis risk, and make good choices on 
which products to buy. We examine this in the next section by considering patterns of demand. 
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6.  EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF DEMAND FOR WEATHER SECURITIES 

In both the experimental game and the pilot insurance, purchases were quite high. High take-up rates were 
not surprising in the experimental game since money had been given for free, but the strong take-up rate 
recorded in the pilot was encouraging (20 percent of farmers that were trained on insurance concepts and 
weather securities purchased at least one security). Table 6.1 reports the types of securities and 
combinations bought in the game and in the pilot. For the analysis we consider the determinants of each 
month purchased.  

Table 6.1—Purchases of securities 
Security Number 

purchased 
Proportion of 

farmers 
purchasing 

Total 

Experimental game in 2009 
Severe July (100 mm) 152 41% 2,736 ETB 
Moderate July (100 to 125 mm) 113 30% 1,130 ETB 
Severe August (100 mm) 249 67% 1,245 ETB 
Moderate August (100 to 125 mm) 17 5% 357 ETB 
Severe September (75 mm) 104 28% 1,872 ETB 
Moderate September (75 to 100 mm) 142 37% 1,420 ETB 
Total 777 99.7% 8,760 ETB 
    

Pilot in 2010 (numbers from 480 surveyed households only) 
Severe June (50 ETB) 43 9% 2,150 ETB 
Moderate June (100 ETB) 8 2% 800 ETB 
Severe July (50 ETB) 16 3% 800 ETB 
Moderate July (100 ETB) 5 1% 500 ETB 
Severe August (50 ETB) 32 7% 1,600 ETB 
Moderate August (100 ETB) 9 2% 900 ETB 
Severe September (50 ETB) 31 6% 1,550 ETB 
Moderate September (100 ETB) 4 1% 400 ETB 
Total 148 27% 8,700 ETB 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 

Section 2 indicated that rainfall requirements vary across farmers within close geographic areas. 
These variations should also result in variation in the type of securities farmers purchase. We would 
expect, for example, the type of securities bought by barley farmers and farmers with poor-quality land to 
be different from those bought by wheat farmers or those with good-quality land. We would also expect 
farmers receiving extension visits or using more modern techniques of production to be likely to purchase 
more insurance in general and perhaps also different types of insurance. We explore these variations using 
both the experimental and actual purchase data. 

First, however, we describe how decisions were made within each iddir in the experimental game 
because this has a bearing on how the data are analyzed. 

Decisionmaking in the Experimental Game 
No restrictions were placed on the participation of iddirs and how their purchasing decisions were to be 
made. The securities sold through iddirs were not issued in the name of an individual. Despite the fact 
that no restrictions were imposed, there was considerable convergence in how iddirs made the decision 
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about what insurance to purchase. Most iddirs reported that the decision was made on behalf of the whole 
group. In some cases individuals reported submitting their requests to iddir leaders, but the securities 
were purchased on behalf of the group rather than on behalf of individual members. Group members 
reported some difference of opinion as to how decisions were made, with 62 percent of individuals 
reporting that the decision was made by the iddir leaders and 38 percent reporting that decisions were 
made by voting or consensus. This variation was quite consistent within iddirs also. In only two iddirs 
was it clear (with 90 percent or more of members reporting) that the decision was made solely by the 
leaders. 

All farmers who participated through their iddir were asked to categorize their role in the 
decisionmaking process. The categories and responses are listed in Table 6.2. Very few people, 5 percent 
of respondents, reported that the final decision was theirs and reflected their choice. An additional 11 
percent of households reported being involved in the decisions even if the final decision would not have 
been their choice. In addition, 30 percent reported they were involved in the discussions but not the 
decision, another 30 percent reported they were informed but not involved in the discussions, and 24 
percent reported that they were not involved at all.10  

Table 6.2—Involvement in decisionmaking 

How would you characterize your role in the decisionmaking process? % 

Very involved in the discussions and decision; the final decision reflected my choice 5 
Involved in the discussions and decision, but the final decision did not reflect my choice 11 
Involved in the discussions but not the decision 30 
I was informed but not involved in the discussions 30 
Not involved at all 24 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 

In some iddirs the purchased securities were distributed to members; in others they were kept by 
the iddir leaders. A number of iddirs reported keeping the securities in the iddir safe box. When they were 
distributed to members, the members returned them to the iddir leaders for payout. Nearly all iddirs 
reported that payouts were distributed by the leaders personally and were distributed equally among 
members. In one iddir it was agreed that the payout would be kept as part of the savings of the iddir. In 
most cases iddirs did not decide beforehand how the payout would be distributed, but in 3 of the 12 
iddirs, the equal payout rule was agreed to in advance and known by more than half of the members. 

The fact that individuals within an iddir made joint decisions on what to buy and shared the 
tickets equally means that it is most accurate to think of the contracts each iddir bought as one purchasing 
decision. This essentially compresses 349 potential purchasing decisions into 12 purchasing decisions. As 
a result, we use the analysis of variations in purchases in the pilot to further formulate the hypothesis 
rather than to test the hypothesis. 

Amount of Insurance Purchased 
In the experimental game, endowments and assignment to participate as individual versus iddir were 
randomly allocated. With 36 effective observations (12 iddirs and 24 individuals) there is little variation 
or power to explore the impact of this exogenously induced variation. However, as Table 6.3 shows, total 
endowment allocated was a strong predictor of the amount of insurance purchased (column 1 only 
                                                      

10In order to understand who was likely to be involved in the decisionmaking process, we explore correlates of involvement. 
People who were more involved in making the decision understood the product better, were members of iddirs that had 
conducted meetings to make the decision, and were more likely to have attended iddir meetings. Leaders were much more likely 
to be actively involved in the decision, but not the chairmen or vice-chairmen. Those most involved in making the decisions were 
treasurers, secretaries, and member controllers. Those with larger farms were also more involved. 
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includes endowment and column 2 includes a number of aggregate group characteristics as controls11).  
All the people who were offered securities in the experimental game were also given the opportunity to 
purchase securities with their own money one year later. Although all but one farmer in the experimental 
game purchased at least one (and often two or three) securities, very few of these farmers purchased 
securities in the following year (11 percent of those who were informed about the securities being offered, 
which is lower than the overall take-up rate of 27 percent). This low take-up rate was despite two of the 
securities’ having paid out in the previous year and despite farmers’ understanding of the clear benefits of 
weather insurance. When surveyed after the experimental game, for instance, 97 percent of households 
said they would purchase securities if they were again given money to purchase, and 67 percent said they 
would purchase securities if they had to pay out of their own pockets.  

Table 6.3—Regressions on the amount of insurance purchased 
 (1) (2) 

 Amount spent Amount spent 
Endowment 0.205* 0.288** 
 (0.105) (0.112) 
Number of people in group 15.252*** 14.710*** 
 (4.387) (4.470) 
Proportion of barley  -10.292 
  (97.243) 
Proportion of wheat  -125.912 
  (184.352) 
Proportion of maize  -2,209.220* 
  (1,184.910) 
Proportion of land not lem  -2.176 
  (30.759) 
Practices soil conservation  -12.159 
  (74.557) 
Number of extension visits  6.419 
  (35.956) 
Constant -7.416 7.127 
 (27.131) (58.853) 

Observations 35+ 34++ 

Adjusted R-squared 0.879 0.881 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
Notes: * indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1% level. 
+ One individual selected to participate did not show up and therefore did not receive an endowment. 
++ One individual selected to participate was not surveyed. 

Although the experimental game mimicked real life in a way that few other insurance games have 
(decisions were made over the course of a month, there was a clear opportunity cost to purchasing the 
insurance, discount rates mattered for the decisions made12, and farmers had to trust the weather station to 
                                                      

11 In adding these controls we lose one observation. 
12 This is very important given the high discount rates recorded among rural households in sub-Saharan Africa. In this 

kebele survey respondents were asked the following hypothetical question: if you were being given a gift of 100 Birr, what would 
you have to be paid to receive the gift in one month. The median response was 50 Birr suggesting a large difference between the 
current marginal utility of consumption and the discounted value of the marginal utility of consumption in one month. This 
difference consists of both the households discount rate and liquidity constraints faced by the households at the time of the 
survey.  
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make accurate measurements and IFPRI to make payouts), it was still limited in capturing key elements 
of how farmers would behave in real market situations. There are feasible explanations for the difference, 
such as liquidity constraints, larger contract sizes, and expectation of future benefit from playing right; 
but the difference does raise questions about the power of experimental games to predict real-world 
purchasing behavior. 

We now turn our focus to the analysis of variations in the type of insurance purchased. 

Determinants of Choice between Securities 
Tables 6.4 and 6.5 present results for the experiment on the determinants of crop choice, and Table 6.6 
presents results for the pilot. In the case of the experiment, two tables are presented, one using individual-
level data (Table 6.4) and one aggregating at the group level (Table 6.5). Farmers who participated as 
individuals are considered one group. We aggregate at the group level because the previous subsection 
showed that many of the decisions were made by a few people on behalf of a whole group. In each table 
we also present results using information on characteristics of only the training session participants 
(presented in the even-numbered columns). 

Table 6.4—Security choices in 2009 experimental game (individual data) 
 (1) (2) (5) (6) (3) (4) (7) (8) 
 Total Total July July August August September September 
 tickets tickets       
Proportion of 
barley 

0.252 0.873** 0.057 0.477 0.105 0.030 0.091 0.366 

 (0.212) (0.348) (0.136) (0.326) (0.091) (0.224) (0.235) (0.445) 
Proportion of 
wheat 

-0.184 -0.287 -0.004 0.002 -0.150 -0.322 -0.031 0.033 

 (0.379) (0.552) (0.172) (0.313) (0.154) (0.224) (0.258) (0.381) 
Proportion of 
maize 

-0.824 -4.171*** -0.112 -1.165 -0.397 -0.825 -0.315 -2.181 

 (0.487) (1.251) (0.153) (0.811) (0.335) (0.656) (0.255) (1.553) 
Proportion of 
land not lem 

-0.008 0.051 -0.001 -0.001 -0.004 0.042 -0.003 0.010 

 (0.061) (0.067) (0.021) (0.052) (0.027) (0.034) (0.027) (0.075) 
Practices soil 
conservation 

-0.147 -0.020 0.162* 0.373*** -0.068 -0.107 -0.241 -0.286* 

 (0.112) (0.236) (0.081) (0.135) (0.052) (0.119) (0.146) (0.164) 
Number of 
extension 
visits 

0.027 0.114*** 0.001 -0.010 -0.039 0.020 0.065* 0.104* 

 (0.035) (0.036) (0.016) (0.033) (0.040) (0.021) (0.034) (0.057) 
Uses 
fertilizer 

0.049 -0.322 0.090 0.023 0.001 -0.068 -0.042 -0.277 

 (0.203) (0.259) (0.081) (0.140) (0.089) (0.152) (0.123) (0.211) 
Sample  All group Trained All group Trained All group Trained All group Trained 
 members members members members members members members members 
Observations 337 53 337 53 337 53 337 53 
Adjusted R-
squared 

0.023 0.138 0.041 0.029 0.050 -0.015 0.027 -0.005 

Source: Authors’ calculations.  
Notes: * indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1% level. 
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Table 6.5—Security choices in 2009 experimental game (group data) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 Total Total       
 tickets tickets July July August August September September 
Proportion of 
barley 

0.528 0.599 0.271 0.323 -0.297 -0.219 0.554 0.495 

 (0.372) (0.400) (0.388) (0.388) (0.236) (0.251) (0.556) (0.548) 
Proportion of 
wheat 

-0.072 -0.697 -0.409 -0.211 -0.396 -0.583* 0.732 0.097 

 (0.806) (0.727) (0.733) (0.464) (0.508) (0.336) (1.134) (0.649) 
Proportion of 
maize 

-9.336** -4.265 1.536 -1.747 -4.568 -0.278 -6.304 -2.240 

 (3.535) (2.914) (3.164) (2.233) (3.501) (1.593) (5.349) (3.893) 
Proportion of 
land not lem 

0.137 0.058 -0.124 -0.070 0.081 0.083 0.180 0.045 

 (0.109) (0.088) (0.098) (0.107) (0.067) (0.069) (0.182) (0.197) 
Practices soil 
conservation 

-0.161 -0.124 0.590** 0.556** -0.209 -0.216 -0.543 -0.464 

 (0.423) (0.383) (0.257) (0.208) (0.211) (0.200) (0.439) (0.293) 
Number of 
extension visits 

0.259 0.230* -0.054 -0.055 0.040 0.057 0.273 0.229 

 (0.202) (0.121) (0.137) (0.111) (0.112) (0.062) (0.257) (0.140) 
Uses fertilizer -0.410 -0.346 0.051 0.065 -0.042 -0.010 -0.419 -0.401 
 (0.274) (0.321) (0.250) (0.220) (0.153) (0.192) (0.363) (0.311) 
Characteristics 
are an 
average for 

All group Trained All group Trained All group Trained All group Trained 
members members members members Members members members members 

Observations 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 
Adjusted R-
squared 

0.120 0.109 0.016 0.002 0.061 -0.023 0.009 -0.030 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
Notes: * indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1% level. 

Given the low number of individual observations, we use the results in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 to 
further develop hypotheses rather than to test them. We find that although those planting a larger area in 
barley were more likely to purchase September securities, the effect is not significant, and they were 
actually more inclined to purchase more securities overall. Indicators of poor soil quality (in this case, use 
of soil conservation) made a farmer more inclined to purchase securities for the beginning of the season, 
even after controlling for crop type. At the individual level in the experimental game, visits from 
extension agents made farmers likely to spend more on insurance (reflecting the higher level of risk 
experienced by households that are often visited by extension agents in this locale) and in particular on 
September securities. 

In the pilot (Table 6.6), staple crop choice did not affect which farmers purchased insurance, but 
it did affect which insurance farmers bought. Farmers who grew barley were much more likely to 
purchase securities for September and much less likely to purchase securities for July and August. Again, 
while the use or nonuse of fertilizer in the previous season had no impact on whether or not a farmer 
decided to purchase insurance, it did influence which securities a farmer was likely to buy. Those with 
poor soil quality were more likely to buy insurance and more likely to purchase insurance for the early 
part of the season, just as in the experimental game.  
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Table 6.6—Security choices in 2010 pilot 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 Individual     
 purchased Purchased Purchased Purchased Purchased 
 insurance June July August September 
Proportion of barley -0.248 -0.477 -1.086*** -1.250** 1.770** 
 (0.312) (0.706) (0.326) (0.516) (0.801) 
Proportion of wheat 0.142 0.190 -0.312* 0.009 -0.101 
 (0.101) (0.180) (0.179) (0.186) (0.189) 
Proportion of maize -0.111 0.239 -0.283 -0.003 -0.193 
 (0.139) (0.230) (0.175) (0.258) (0.223) 
Proportion of land not lem 0.222*** 0.195* 0.007 -0.152 -0.081 
 (0.042) (0.098) (0.084) (0.093) (0.079) 
Practices soil conservation -0.038 -0.024 -0.072 -0.238*** 0.197** 
 (0.044) (0.091) (0.081) (0.067) (0.095) 
Number of extension visits 0.003 -0.010 -0.004 0.002 0.019 
 (0.005) (0.013) (0.009) (0.014) (0.013) 
Uses DAP -0.089 0.222 0.061 0.199 -0.299** 
 (0.080) (0.153) (0.102) (0.209) (0.124) 
Uses urea 0.061 -0.380*** 0.060 0.018 0.225*** 
 (0.055) (0.128) (0.109) (0.181) (0.063) 
  Insurance Insurance Insurance Insurance 
Sample full purchasers purchasers purchasers purchasers 
Fixed effects woreda woreda woreda woreda woreda 
Observations 475 118 118 118 118 
Adjusted R-squared 0.039 0.056 0.015 0.032 0.108 

Source: Authors’ calculations. 
Notes: * indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1% level. 

It is probably more correct to think of the securities purchased as the selection of a portfolio, 
rather than four independent decisions. To allow for this, we re-estimate the linear probability models 
using a seemingly unrelated regression estimation, which allows the error terms to be joint. We present 
these results in Table 6.7. Interestingly, we find almost no difference in the empirical results as a result of 
estimating in this way. 

In summary, the patterns we observed in the analysis of perceived weather patterns were reflected 
in purchases of securities. The results in Tables 6.4 through 6.7 show that crop and production choices 
and soil characteristics do have some explanatory power for security choices. This effect is stronger in the 
pilot, most likely because the pooled nature of transactions in the experimental game resulted in little 
variation to exploit. Whilst this is not conclusive evidence that farmers are purchasing securities that 
hedge their risk it does suggest that there is some merit in reconsidering the evidence base for Hypothesis 
1 and 3. 
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Table 6.7—Security choices in 2010 (seemingly unrelated regression estimation) 
 Purchased Purchased Purchased Purchased 
 June July August September 
Proportion of barley -0.477 -1.086 -1.250 1.770** 
 (0.942) (0.743) (0.917) (0.844) 
Proportion of wheat 0.190 -0.312* 0.009 -0.101 
 (0.210) (0.166) (0.205) (0.188) 
Proportion of maize 0.239 -0.283 -0.003 -0.193 
 (0.239) (0.188) (0.232) (0.214) 
Proportion of land not lem 0.195* 0.007 -0.152 -0.081 
 (0.110) (0.086) (0.107) (0.098) 
Practices soil conservation -0.024 -0.072 -0.238** 0.197** 
 (0.098) (0.078) (0.096) (0.088) 
Number of extension visits -0.010 -0.004 0.002 0.019* 
 (0.011) (0.009) (0.011) (0.010) 
Uses DAP 0.222 0.061 0.199 -0.299* 
 (0.175) (0.138) (0.170) (0.157) 
Uses urea -0.380*** 0.060 0.018 0.225* 
 (0.131) (0.103) (0.127) (0.117) 

 insurance insurance insurance insurance 
Sample purchasers purchasers purchasers purchasers 

Fixed effects woreda woreda woreda woreda 
Observations 118 118 118 118 
Adjusted R-squared 0.136 0.099 0.115 0.184 
Source: Authors’ calculations. 
Notes: * indicates significance at 10%, ** at 5%, and *** at 1% level. 
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7.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have motivated the development of a market of simple-index weather securities to 
replace a more traditional index insurance contract. We developed a theoretical model to outline the 
conditions in which standardized weather derivatives could outperform pre-packaged weather derivatives 
based on the average risk profile of farmers of one crop. Data collected during an experimental game and 
real purchases of such insurance policies among farmers in southern Ethiopia suggest that these securities 
can be easily understood and can fit heterogeneous farmer needs.  

We documented how farmers’ rainfall needs vary across crop and other characteristics and found 
that some of these factors also explained purchases of weather securities in the pilot. To the extent that the 
results show substantial heterogeneity in rainfall needs and purchases within quite small locales, they 
motivate further work on designing simple and flexible insurance tools for rural farmers, and training 
farmers on how to make good purchase decisions. 

In documenting the level of understanding of securities among participants, we also characterized 
the transmission of information about weather securities among members of endogenously formed risk-
sharing groups. We found that training leaders of these groups and encouraging these leaders to train their 
members was more effective than training randomly selected individuals. 

However, while these risk management tools may prove more appropriate than traditional index 
insurance approaches for heterogeneous populations characterized by low levels of financial literacy, they 
are not perfect insurance instruments. The heterogeneity found among farmers within these locales 
highlights the degree to which basis risk will continue to be a problem for any weather-index product, and 
that making good decisions about which products to buy will remain challenging. With potentially high 
levels of basis risk, serious thought needs to be given to how to use flexible and simple-index products to 
strengthen other forms of insurance such as group-based risk sharing, savings, and credit. Further research 
is needed to understand how best to integrate index insurance with other mechanisms that farmers 
currently use to mitigate risk—in particular, the group-based savings, gifts, and loans that farmers use to 
manage idiosyncratic shocks (Clarke and Dercon 2009, Dercon et al 2011). 
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APPENDIX: FORMAL PROOFS 

Payouts Under an Index-Based Insurance Plan Can be Replicated by a Weather 
Securities Plan 
We assume here no borrowing constraints and no restrictions on short selling of weather securities. Given 
that both an index-based insurance plan and a weather securities plan define contingent payments over 
realizations of the index 𝜃  (rainfall at the weather station), there are S relevant states of nature given by 
realizations {𝑅𝑠}𝑠=1𝑆 . We construct a matrix P of payouts for the S — 1 weather securities and the risk-
free asset:  

 𝑃 =

⎝

⎜
⎛

1 0 0 ⋯ 1 + 𝑟
0 1 0 ⋯ 1 + 𝑟
0 0 1 ⋯ 1 + 𝑟
⋮  ⋮  ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 0 ⋯ 1 + 𝑟⎠

⎟
⎞

, (A1) 

where P is an S x S matrix with each column representing the S contingent payouts of a particular asset. 
The last column is the payouts of the risk-free asset. A portfolio 𝜃 of weather securities plus the risk-free 
asset has gross payouts 𝑃 ∙ 𝛼.  

Now consider the contingent gross payouts X(𝜃) of an index-based plan. There exists a portfolio 
𝑎∗  =  𝑃−1  ∙  𝑋(𝜃) of weather securities and risk-free asset with gross payouts X(𝜃): 
 

 𝑃 ∙ 𝛼∗ = 𝑃𝑃−1  ∙ 𝑋(𝜃), (A2) 

where 

 

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

1 0 0 ⋯ −1
1+𝑟

0 1 0 ⋯ −1
1+𝑟

0 0 1 ⋯ −1
1+𝑟

⋮  ⋮  ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 0 ⋯ 1

1+𝑟⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

. (A3) 

Note also that if X(RS) = 0 and all other payouts X(𝜃) are positive, then the portfolio 𝛼∗implies 
nonnegative asset holdings (no short selling and no borrowing are required). 

Any Set of Contingent Payouts under a Weather Securities Plan cannot be Replicated by 
an Index-Based Insurance Plan  
As shown above, any nonnegative payouts 𝑋(𝜃) of an index-based insurance plan can be replicated by a 
weather securities plan. An index-based insurance plan can generate payouts that are (positive) linear 
combinations of 𝑋(𝜃): {N X (𝜃) : N 𝜖 ℝ+}. Let us consider the following payouts of a weather securities 
plan: X(𝜃) + 𝜖(𝜃), such that 𝜖(𝜃) is not a linear combination of X(𝜃). Then by construction 𝑋(𝜃 + 𝜖(𝜃) is 
not in the set {N X (𝜃) : N 𝜖 ℝ+}. 
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Figure A.1—Front and back of each security offered in the 2009 (2001 Ethiopian calendar) 
experimental game 
 

 
 

 
Source: Authors. 
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